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SCA of Neural Network HW-Implementations
Neural Networks are inevitable in everyday life. Speech and face recognition as well as driverless cars are just some examples where Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are used. Training a deep ANNs is very time-consuming and computational expensive. Thus, the intellectual property stored in an ANN is an asset worth to protect. Additionally, implementations on edge devices need to be power-efficient whilst maintaining a high throughput. [1] or [2] are examples for frameworks aiming to fulfill these requirements.

A Side-Channel attack can extract the network parameters such as number of type of layers as well as weights and bias values to build up his own copy of the network. Since neural networks are also very integrated in edge devices an attack often has physical access to the network. This means that Side Channel Attacks (SCA) are possible and must be considered as a thread.

Some attacks were already published. In [3] they completely retrieve an ANN executed on an ARM Cortex microcontroller. Since it is more common to execute an ANN on a more parallel HW to increase performance attacking FPGA implementations is also worthwhile. Dubey et al. published an attack on a binary neural network (BNN) implemented on a FPGA and furthermore masked the network in order to counter their network [4,5].

In this work, the Side-Channel properties of different model implementations should be analyzed and compared.
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